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ABSTRACT
Connected vehicle (CV) data has the potential to transform traffic signal operations, but the
success of control methods based on CV data will depend on the level of market penetration.
Recent studies of real-time operational strategies in CV environments suggest that penetrations
exceeding 20% will be required. This study explores the feasibility of using CV data to generate
arrival profiles for optimizing arterial progression. Applications to offline (3-hour analysis
period) and online (15-minute analysis period) offset optimization are considered. Vehicle arrival
profiles obtained from real world measurement are used as a basis for comparison. Subsampled
distributions are used to estimate the potential distributions that might be obtained from CVs,
and these are statistically analyzed to explore the impacts of penetration rate, analysis period, and
traffic volume. For selected penetration rates ranging from 0.1% to 50%, the subsampled
distributions are used to optimize the corridor, and the results are evaluated in the complete-data
model. The results show that over a 3-hour window, successful offline optimization can be
achieved with a CV penetration rate as low as 1%. Layering multiple days of data could
potentially allow offline optimization with penetration rates as low as 0.1%. Online optimization
with 15-minute windows require somewhat higher penetration rates of at least 5%. The results
suggest that early applications of CV data may be possible at very low levels of market
penetration. In corridors with high penetration of connected mobile devices, some private sector
probe data services may be at the cusp of providing the necessary data to facilitate detector-free
optimization.
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INTRODUCTION
Information is essential for traffic control systems to respond to changing demands. For example,
actuation profoundly changes how signalized intersections operate, and adaptive control is
enabled by further increasing the amount of available information. Historically, the only way to
obtain more information has been to install more detectors. However, like all infrastructure, a
large detector inventory can be expensive to deploy and maintain. Setback (or “advance”)
detectors, located well upstream of the stop bar, are costly because of the need to connect distant
equipment to the local intersection.
Connected vehicles (CVs), which can send and receive information between each other
and with traffic infrastructure (1), will very likely transform traffic control by providing
increasingly detailed information. The possibilities of CV data for signal control have been
explored by several researchers recently (2–8). The outcomes of these studies are summarized in
Table 1. This selection of papers includes studies that focus on the influence of the market
penetration rate, p. This is the proportion of the vehicle fleet consisting of CVs. As p increases,
more benefit is generally attained from the CV-assisted algorithm. A critical value of p may be
defined as the lower bound for achieving a benefit. A survey of previous studies puts this lower
bound at approximately 20% or so. Methods that specifically incorporate estimates of the nonCV states can reduce this to as low as 10%. Thus, for real time applications, relatively high
values of p are needed to begin seeing benefits.

Table 1. A summary of selected literature on signalized intersection control using connected vehicles.

Critical Value of p

Range of p
Considered

Study

Synopsis

Priemer and
Friedrich (2)

Real-time control on a 20-second horizon, compared
to TRANSYT-7F actuated-coordinated control

17%a

10–100%

He et al. (3)

Multimodal real-time control, compared to free,
actuated-coordinated, and transit signal priority

40%a

20–100%

Lee et al. (4)

Real-time control minimizing cumulative travel time
compared to actuated control

30%a

10–100%

Goodall et al. (5)

Real-time control over a 15-second horizon compared
to Synchro actuated-coordinated control

25%b

10–100%

Goodall et al. (6)

Real-time control assisted with estimation of
unequipped vehicle information

10–25%a

5–100%

Feng et al. (7)

Real-time control assisted with estimation of
unequipped vehicle information

25–50%c

25–100%

Argote-Cabañero
et al. (8)

Estimation of arterial measures of effectiveness
over a 15-minute analysis period

15%d

0.01–100%

a

the critical value identified by the researchers.
lower bound based on delay reductions first occurring at p = 25% (see Tables 1 and 2 in the referenced paper).
c lower bound based on delay increases for p = 25% and decreases for p = 50% (see Table 4 in the referenced paper).
d taken from the authors’ concluding statement regarding this value as a general threshold.
b
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It is difficult to estimate what year any particular value of p might be achieved. A 2011
study (9), assuming that onboard dedicated short range communication (DSRC) equipment (10)
would be mandated by 2019, projected that 30% market penetration would be achieved by 2024.
If the proliferation of smartphones is a good predictor, CVs may see rapid deployment. However,
a substantial amount of equipment upgrades would still be needed to facilitate communications
between vehicles and infrastructure, including approximately $350 million in controller upgrades
alone (9). It seems pragmatic to expect that another decade or more will pass before roadways
are ready to launch real-time control schemes based on CV data. However, there may be other
opportunities in the shorter term that could be achieved at lower values of p, particularly if the
“connected vehicle” concept is expanded to include data obtained from mobile phone and
vehicle navigation systems. Currently, about 64% of adults in the US own a smartphone (11);
thus, many vehicles are already carrying devices that report their position over time.
This paper explores how CV data at very low values of p could potentially be used to
facilitate offline optimization and online adaptive adjustment of coordinated signal timing
parameters. Rather than focusing on a horizon of less than one minute, horizons of 3 hours
(offline) or 15 minutes (online) are used to investigate the level of p needed before the system
can make a beneficial control decision. The emphasis of this paper is on the lower ranges of p
corresponding to the early adoption phase of CV deployment, with values as low as p = 0.1%
considered. The proof of concept presented here uses the cyclic, phase-based paradigm currently
widespread in signal control. However, the findings from exploring the sampling problem will
likely manifest in other paradigms as well.

REPLACING DETECTION WITH CV DATA
A starting point for exploring how CV data could replace detectors is to understand what types of
information detectors collect. Figure 1 presents a series of data visualizations that represent
similar types of information at differing levels of aggregation.
Figure 1a presents a time-space diagram showing vehicle arrivals on a particular signalized
approach. Here, the stop bar is located at 3000 ft and a setback detector is located at 2600 ft. This
is a typical location for dilemma zone protection in a 55 mph zone (at 81 fps, a detector would be
located 405 ft upstream to provide a 5-second extension). The intersection operates with a cycle
length of 114 seconds; the red bars at 3000 ft indicate when the signal is red. The black lines
represent vehicle trajectories. The red and green diagonal lines representing the end of green
(EOG) and beginning of green (BOG) project the signal state backward, delineating the range of
detection events relevant to the cycle between 114 and 228 seconds. Each dot located at the
intersection of a vehicle trajectory and the detector location at 2600 ft represents a detection. The
graphic just above the time space diagram represents these detection events relative to the signal
state. This represents the data provided by setback detection. It implies the pattern of arrivals and
the likely trajectories that occurred.
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Figure 1. Three graphical representations of vehicle arrival and phase status data based on conventional (complete) detection:
(a) a time-space diagram, and a coordination diagram for one cycle;
(b) a Purdue Coordination Diagram (PCD) covering 24 hours;
(c) a cyclic flow profile showing arrival and probability of green distributions.
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This summary cyclic visualization, when repeated for multiple cycles (12), was introduced
as the “Purdue Coordination Diagram” (PCD). It has been extensively used to evaluate
progression in Indiana (13), Utah (14,15), and elsewhere. Figure 1b shows a PCD covering a 24hour period. Each column in the data represents one cycle. The time in cycle flows vertically.
The horizontal axis represents the previous EOG; the green line shows the BOG during each
cycle, and the upper red line shows the EOG and the end of the cycle. In each cycle, the data
timeline is truncated at the upper EOG and continues in the next column to the right. The dots
represent vehicle detections at the setback detector. Between 6:00 and 22:00, the intersection is
operated with a cycle length of 114 seconds. The duration of green and the arrival times of
platoons vary throughout the day as a consequence of early return to green when side-street
demand is low. During the overnight period (22:00–6:00), the signal sometimes cycles more
rapidly, while at other times it dwells in green on the coordinated movement. This chart visually
summarizes the relevant information to assess the quality of progression; in this case, during
most of the day, most vehicle arrivals are clustered between the BOG and EOG, so progression is
favorable.
When an intersection is operated with cyclic coordination, cyclic flow profiles can be
developed (16). Figure 1c shows an example. For example, at 60 seconds into the cycle, about 50
vehicles arrived during that 1-second bin, and the probability of green was 100%, looking across
the entire 3-hour analysis period. Most of the vehicle arrival distribution coincides with a high
probability of green, indicating favorable progression. The distribution corresponds to the
highlighted region between 12:00–15:00 in Figure 1b.
These data representations enable coordinated signal timing parameters, particularly
offsets, to be optimized. By predicting how the distributions will change under a given
adjustment, it is possible to systematically optimize all of the offsets in the system (18). It is
possible to consider “online” and “offline” methods of optimization:




Offline methods use data from longer time periods, and adjust the static offset that is
called into service when the corresponding time of day plan comes into service. While
many offline methods use model-based estimations of roadway traffic, methods that
incorporate measured arrivals have proven to be quite effective (16,17,18,19).
Online methods use data from shorter time periods, and dynamically adjust offsets to
respond to developing conditions. Such methods are used in adaptive control systems
such as SCOOT (20) and ACS-Lite (21).

Both rely upon the availability of working detection to measure arrivals and determine an
appropriate adjustment. If detection systems malfunction, the control system also fails; and
detection systems have associated costs for installment and maintenance. If a sufficient sampling
of the arriving traffic could be deduced from CV data, the arrival distributions could be
developed with no detection at all—meaning that advanced control could be made possible with
little to no infrastructure investment.
Figure 2 shows how a detector-free measurement might be facilitated by CV data. This
shows a time space diagram of several vehicles on a signalized approach. In this example, one of
the vehicles in the stream is a connected vehicle. The true trajectory of the vehicle is reported in
6
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the CV data, with a timestamped position being recorded at some reporting interval (which might
be regular or irregular). The detector data yields an arrival profile for the example timeline; with
only one CV in this vehicle stream, the CV data would only show one vehicle while there were
actually seven in total. It is not difficult to imagine that some cycles might contain no CVs at all.
However, if the control scheme remains consistent over a long enough time period, as in
the situation illustrated by the PCD in Figure 1b, the arrival distribution could be estimated from
a sampled measurement of the vehicles. If the CVs are randomly distributed in the vehicle
stream, then this becomes a sampling problem: find the critical value of p needed for a useful
estimate of the arrival distribution, over analysis period T. In signal control, the maximum
feasible duration T is determined by the use case. For online applications, the upper bound of T
would likely be several minutes, whereas for offline applications, multiple hours would be
acceptable. For offline applications, multiple days could even be layered if traffic patterns are
consistent, similar to how sparse travel time data may be combined to yield a representative
distribution (22).
Distance

Connected
Vehicle

Non-Connected
Vehicles

Stop Bar

Reporting Interval

Detection Zone

Vehicle Detection Times

Timestamped Positions
From Connected Vehicle

Time
Arrival Profile
Time
Connected Vehicle
Non-Connected Vehicles
Figure 2. Traditional vehicle arrival measurement with detection, and opportunities for detector-free measurement using
connected vehicle data.
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ESTIMATING THE IMPACT OF MARKET PENETRATION
Hypothetical CV Data from Sampled Detector Data
To investigate the impact of the market penetration rate p, this study considers how vehicle
arrival profiles could potentially be estimated with CV data, and then investigates the use of
those for optimizing the signal offsets. SR 37, a nine-intersection arterial north of Indianapolis,
Indiana, served as the test corridor for this study. This location was previously used for several
offset-optimization studies (12,23). Each intersection is capable of logging phase and detector
status using high resolution event data (24). Complete field data from Saturday, June 20, 2015
was used for this study.
The complete cyclic flow profile data from the physical detectors, as represented by the
flow profile in Figure 1c, was used to represent the scenario where p = 100%. These are
measured for analysis periods (T) of various durations. To model the effects of substituting CV
data for detector data, a subset of the detector data was constructed by random selection of the
detection events to mimic the distribution of CVs in the vehicle stream, using a likelihood of
selection equal to p. This yields a sampled arrival profile for given values of T and p.
Figure 3 presents an example of how the sampled flow profiles degrade as p decreases
from 100% to 0.1%. The left column shows data for T = 3 h while the right column shows T = 15
min.
 Figure 3a and Figure 3b respectively show the probability of green profiles for T = 3 h
and T = 15 min. This study assumes that the green times can be measured without loss of
fidelity.
 Figure 3c and Figure 3d respectively show the complete (p = 100%) data, as measured by
the actual physical detector. The same profile should be duplicated without a detector, if
each vehicle in the traffic stream is a CV. This study ignores the possibility of spatial or
temporal variation in the CV data.
 At p = 10%, the 3 h profile (Figure 3e) is still similar to the p = 100% profile (Figure 3c).
This is less true of the 15 min profile (Figure 3f).
 At p = 1%, the 3 h profile has a lower fidelity (Figure 3g), yet the vehicles are still
clustered in the same part of the cycle as the p = 100% distribution. The 15 min profile
(Figure 3h) has only two vehicles.
 At p = 0.1%, the 3 h profile shows only one vehicle (Figure 3i) while the 15 min profile
has none at all (Figure 3j).
The bottom row shows the normalized cumulative arrivals for all of the above arrival
histograms overlaid in one chart. For the 3 h distribution (Figure 3k), the p = 100% and p = 10%
lines are very similar; the p = 1% line has the same general shape but is somewhat displaced
from the others. The p = 0.1% takes its shape from the single observed vehicle (Figure 3i). The
degradation in the 15 min data is more severe. The degradation in the 15 min data (Figure 3l) is
more severe. Here, the p = 10% line substantially diverges from p = 100%, while the p = 1% line
is very different. The p = 0.1% line cannot be plotted because there were no observations.
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Figure 3. Measured cyclic profiles. Data shown for Northbound at SR 37 and Town and Country Blvd:
(a) distribution of green for T = 3 h; (b) distribution of green for T = 15 min;
(c) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 3 h, p = 100%; (d) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 15 min, p = 100%;
(e) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 3 h, p = 10%; (f) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 15 min, p = 10%;
(g) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 3 h, p = 1%; (h) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 15 min, p = 1;
(i) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 3 h, p = 0.1%; (j) vehicle arrival distribution for T = 15 min, p = 0.1%;
(k) cumulative profiles for T = 3 h, for various p; (l) cumulative profiles for T = 15 min, for various p.
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Impact of Market Penetration and Analysis Period

5h
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3h

2 hours

1 hour

30 min

15 min

10 min

Two Cycles
(228 s)

One Cycle
(114 s)

The example data in Figure 3 represents one particular random sample for selected values. To
further explore the interaction of T and p, the process was repeated for a range of T varying from
one signal cycle (114 seconds) to 5 hours, and for p ranging from 0.1% to 75%. Because the
random sampling process yields a different subset on each iteration, the sampling procedure was
repeated 100 times for each combination of T and p. These were then compared to the complete
data set (p = 100%) using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to compare cumulative
distributions.
The average P-values for the 100 KS tests are shown for different combinations of T and p
in Figure 4. The vertical lines indicate the values of T that were tested, and the labels indicate the
values of p that were used for each. As expected, the higher the value of p, the smaller the T
needed to achieve a similar degree of confidence in the estimated profile (i.e., same P-value). For
real-time applications, small values of T would be required. For these, high market penetrations
are needed, which agrees with previous studies. For other applications where estimates can be
aggregated over a longer observation period, lower market penetrations suffice. For example, for
two cycles, p = 75% yields a P-value above 0.95, while for 3 hours, similar confidence can be
achieved with p = 5%.

Median P-value (100 repetitions)

1
0.9

0.8
0.7

0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.1%

1

10

100

Duration of Sample Period, T (min)
Figure 4. Relationship between analysis period T and the quality of arrival profile estimation (average P-value from KS tests for
100 separate random samples) at various values of market penetrations, p. The percentage displayed on each curve shows the
value of p.
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Impact of Traffic Volume
To investigate the impact of traffic volume, KS tests were repeated for selected values of p for
every possible interval starting from the beginning of every minute from 6:00 to 19:00 during
Saturday, June 20, 2015. This was done for T = 15 min and T = 3 h. For every interval, KS tests
for 100 random samples were conducted. Figure 5 shows plots of the average P-values of those
tests against the equivalent hourly volume. The range of volumes is smaller in Figure 5b (T = 3
h) because of the larger analysis period. Lower values of p are investigated for the T = 3 h
analysis.
As the charts indicate, the higher the traffic volume, the more likely the sampled
distributions exhibit good statistical fits to the true distribution. This is as expected; as volume
decreases, the number of CVs also decreases (presuming they are randomly distributed in the
vehicle fleet). As Figure 5a shows, for a high degree of confidence in matching arrival
distribution shapes with T = 15 min, rather high values of p are needed, but even high penetration
rates face problems at low volume intervals. Figure 5b shows that the longer analysis period
lessens the required value of p considerably. For example, in Figure 5a, p = 10% results in Pvalues of 0.2 or less, but in Figure 5b, p = 10% yields P-values higher than 0.9 for all volumes.
This shows that a low p can be combined with a high T to better sample the traffic
characteristics; the tradeoff would be in whether traffic conditions would remain constant over
the 3-hour period in order to be useful. The next section considers uses of the sampled profiles
for offset optimization.
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Figure 5. Relationship between traffic volume and the quality of arrival profile estimation. Each point is the average P-value of
KS tests for 100 separate random samples for a different starting time. Data shown for (a) T = 15 min; and (b) T = 3 h.
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CV Penetration Impact on Optimizing a Single Approach
In both offline and online methods of offset optimization, the goal is to minimize or maximize a
performance measure calculated using measured traffic characteristics (16,20,21,25). Vehicle
arrival profiles can be used to construct an offset-performance curve for an individual signalized
approach. This offers an opportunity to develop insights on the influence of p on optimization, if
CV data are used to measure traffic.
Figure 6 shows the plot of percent on green versus offset adjustment for the example data
presented in Figure 3, for T = 3 h (Figure 6a) and T = 15 min (Figure 6b). Each curve represents
the combination of the example subsampled flow profile with the observed green. Note that since
the vehicle arrivals are already coincident with green, an adjustment close to 0 is optimal.




With T = 3 h (Figure 6a), the p = 100% and p = 10% curves are very close, which occurs
because their distributions are similar (Figure 3k). The p = 1% curve is slightly displaced
yet tracks the others fairly closely.
With T = 15 min (Figure 6b), the p = 10% curve and p = 100% curves are slightly
different, yet exhibit the same general trend. Both attain their maximum value within 10
seconds of each other. The p = 1% curve is very different from the others because only
two vehicles were observed (Figure 3h).

These results demonstrate that, despite the apparent poor quality of some subsampled flow
profiles (Figure 3), and rather poor statistical fit to the sampled arrival curves (Figure 4), there
remains a possibility of achieving near-optimal offset values when using the subsampled data for
optimization (Figure 6), for at least some levels of market penetration.
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Figure 6. Offset-performance curves for decreasing market penetration p for (a) T = 3 h and (b) T = 15 min. Data shown for
Northbound at SR 37 and Town and Country Blvd.
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Optimizing the Corridor
Next, offset optimization with CV data arrival profiles was explored. Profiles were developed for
the entire corridor by the sampling process described earlier. For each corridor profile, offsets
were optimized using a previously developed algorithm (18); the resulting offsets were then reentered into a model with complete data to estimate the performance of the solution based on the
subset data. This is similar to testing trial offsets in a mesoscopic simulation tool such as
TRANSYT (25).
To study the impact of market penetration, the procedure was executed for p = {50%, 10%,
5%, 1%, 0.5%, and 0.1%}, and for T = 3 h (using data from 12:00–15:00) and T = 15 min (using
data from 13:45–14:00). This respectively modeled the performance for offline and online use
cases. To mitigate random effects, this entire procedure was repeated 100 times for every
combination of T and p.
Figure 7 presents the results for optimizing the 9-intersection corridor. Figure 7a and
Figure 7b respectively show the overall system percent on green for T = 3 h and T = 15 min. The
leftmost point represents the optimal offsets with complete data (p = 100%), which gives the best
possible performance as indicated by the upper green line. The lower red line represents the
worst possible performance, found by running the optimization algorithm to minimize arrivals on
green. The red and green lines thus delineate the range of possible values. The blue line shows
the existing percent on green for the existing offsets. Values above this line are system
improvements while those below the line are degradations.
The black lines show the distribution of outcomes for 100 iterations at each value of p; the
median value and the interquartile range are indicated by the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the
dashed lines show the minimum and maximum values within each group. As p decreases, the
optimization results tend to gravitate toward the middle of the range, resembling the performance
of randomly selected offsets. However, the degree to which the curve begins to diverge differs
considerably depending on T.




For T = 3 h (Figure 7a), representing the offline optimization use case, the median
outcome for p = 1% is only a few percentage points lower than the best possible outcome;
even p = 0.5% produces a reasonable result, although it is becoming less reliable. Thus,
for offline optimization, replacement of detection by CV data seems likely to provide a
reasonable source of data even at extremely low rates of market penetration.
For T = 15 min (Figure 7b), the median outcome begins diverging much more quickly.
While the results for p = 10% are still within an acceptable range, while p = 5% is
slightly more degraded and less reliable, while p = 1% is much worse. At p = 0.5% and p
= 0.1%, there was not enough data available to run the optimizer, because most of the
flow profiles had no data.

These results imply a critical value of p for offline and online applications in current signal
control practice. Using the existing system performance (the blue line in Figure 7) as the
threshold, consider a value of p to be unacceptable if the 25th percentile of its outcome
distribution falls beneath the existing offsets. This means that estimated performance is
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considered acceptable as long as the offsets would be improved 75% of the time. Based on this
threshold, the critical value for p for offline applications is 1.0%, and the critical value for online
applications (with a 15-minute horizon) is 5%.
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of optimization outcome to market penetration p for (a) T = 3 h and (b) T = 15 min. Lines marked “CV”
show the distribution of results for 100 iterations at each trial value of p.
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Layering Multiple Days
For offline applications, it may be possible to compile multiple days of operation, increasing the
analysis period and increasing the amount of data that can be collected. In Figure 6a, the offsetperformance curve for T = 3 h showed that the three performance curves track each other closely.
However, there was not enough data at p = 0.1% data to allow for a meaningful adjustment.
Figure 8 repeats this analysis, this time combining data from three separate 3-hour periods
from three consecutive Saturdays: June 6, June 13, and June 20, 2015. Therefore, T = 9 h. Such a
combination is possible because the same timing plan was in operation and traffic conditions
were similar throughout. This is similar to how sparse travel time data can be combined from
multiple instances of a time of day plan to yield a more informative distribution of the travel
characteristics (22).
The 9 h offset-performance curves show that p = 10% and p = 1% both follow the p =
100% line more closely. Also, there is now sufficient data for p = 0.1% to develop a curve for
that data set. While the p = 0.1% curve does diverge from the p = 100% curve, the minimum and
maximum points lie within similar regions of the cycle.
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Figure 8. Impact of layering multiple days of data: Offset-performance data for three aggregated days of data (9 hours total), at
different levels of p.
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Implications for Early Stage CV Applications
The results demonstrate that detector-free optimization may be feasible with very low market
penetration rates of CV, if the CV location data are of enough fidelity to provide vehicle arrival
times as accurate as current physical detectors. Consequently, some initial applications of CV
data would be possible during early stages of CV deployment, before penetration can enable
more advanced applications.
Currently, the infrastructure for CV data through DSRC (10) is under development.
However, detector-free optimization could still be implemented using vehicle positions measured
by other means. While low-latency transmission via DSRC would be needed for collision
avoidance and real-time control, applications such as offline optimization could tolerate latencies
of minutes or longer. Vehicle positions obtained from probe vehicle data sources could
potentially serve this purpose. While public use of private vehicle trajectories might raise
concerns about privacy, the distillation of that data into virtual detections—one anonymous data
point per vehicle—would be far less intrusive.
Such “CV-like” data, to propose a name, is already in common use for visualizing realtime traffic conditions. In the US, several data vendors are selling aggregations of such data,
which have been used to analyze highway performance (22,26,27). In Germany, some
researchers have developed performance measures for individual movements using individual
vehicle trajectories (28). A possible next step would be to fuse vehicle position data with signal
phase data, which would require a method to synchronize clocks between the two systems.
While this would not provide more data existing detection systems, it would enable
optimization where detection is faulty, inadequate, or nonexistent. The huge inventory of semiactuated and fixed-time systems could be optimized without having to install any detection. As
this conceptual analysis demonstrates, tangible results might be possible with as little as 1% of
fleet coverage for offline applications (and possibly less if multiple days of week can be
combined), and 5% for rudimentary elements of adaptive control.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the possibility of using connected vehicle (CV) data at very low rates of
market penetration p (as low as p = 0.1%) to serve as a substitute for detector data in offline and
online offset optimization. The study used distributions of real world detector data as the basis
for comparison, with subsampled distributions used to estimate CV data. Relationships between
p, analysis period T, vehicle volume, and quality of the observations were investigated using
statistical analysis (Figure 4, Figure 5). As expected, higher p or longer T yielded better quality
measurements.
The subsampled vehicle distributions were then used to optimize offsets, and the resulting
parameters were re-entered into the complete-data model to evaluate their performance. As
expected, the corridor performance degraded as p decreased (Figure 7). However, acceptable
performance was obtained even at relatively low values of p. For a 3-hour analysis period,
representing offline offset optimization, 75% of the solutions improved upon existing conditions
at p = 1% or higher (Figure 7a). For a 15-minute analysis period, representing online offset
optimization, this was true for p = 5% or higher (Figure 7b). Thus, a critical value of p = 1% was
found for data aggregated over 3 hours and p = 5% for data aggregated over 15 hours.
The results suggest uses for CV data with low rates of market penetration in the early
stages of CV deployment. In particular, would become possible to begin measuring vehicle
arrival profiles at locations without any detection infrastructure. Since the applications discussed
here occur in time frames of minutes or longer, the use of vehicle position data from external
sources such as smartphones or other mobile devices might be an appropriate data set to explore
in the near term, which would yield “CV-like” data.

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION
Future work would test the concepts explored in this paper by combining real world phase status
and vehicle position data (from a CV or CV-like data source). One unknown is whether the
vehicle positon data would be accurate enough to be effectively translated into detector data.
Possible avenues of exploration include simulation (7), or possibly probe vehicle data. For a realworld setting, time synchronization will be important. The goal would be to see whether the
estimated distributions shown in this paper are borne out in a real-world setting. The concept
would eventually be validated by using CV arrival distributions to optimize signal settings on a
corridor without detection.
Lastly, while this study touched upon one particular aspect of signal operations (offset
optimization), similar analyses could be done for different applications. For example,
measurements of capacity utilization, queue length, or vehicle delay based on detector data might
be achievable, which would make it possible to implement those concepts and related control
strategies at locations that lack adequate physical detection.
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